Parent-Child-Groups

The Parent-Child-Groups offered in Herzogenaurach are very important for small children and, of course, also for their parents. There are more than 25 groups supported by the town administration, enabling families with "pre-kindergarten children" to make first contacts with other families. For young parents, these groups are a forum for exchange of experiences and solutions.

Point of contact

Generations.Center
Erlanger Straße 16
91074 Herzogenaurach

Bea Wirth
Phone  +49 (0) 9132 / 73 41 70
E-Mail  eltern-kind-fzh@herzogenaurach.de

Parent-Child-Groups in Herzogenaurach

Gemeindezentrum St. Otto
Rooms can be booked from September until September of the following year.

**Booking list for individual rooms**

The booking lists of the different institutions, including the relevant contact person as well as the age of the children visiting the groups, are available here:

- Generations.Center
- Katholisches Pfarrzentrum St. Otto
- Martin-Luther-Haus
- Geschwister-Beck-Saal

**Offers for parents with children between 0 and 3 years in Herzogenaurach**

- Toddler Church Service
- Parents-Child- Gymnastics
- „The Babyworkshop“ at the Generations.Center of the Town of Herzogenaurach
- First Aid Course
- The Herzozwerge